DISCOVER KYOCERA AVX PRODUCTS
FIND A SUITABLE SOLUTION FOR YOUR APPLICATION

Available on the KYOCERA AVX website, the new 3-D interactive application provides users with several different intuitive ways to access a comprehensive and visually engaging suite of product information, including application examples extending across seven market segments; interactive, animated, and annotated digital, 3-D product renderings; and relevant product pages, datasheets, and catalogs.

FEATURES

- **Interior Snapshots** - allows users to virtually enter and navigate through the selected interiors.
- **Seven Market Segment Buttons** - Lighting, Industrial Handheld Devices, Smart Grid, Commercial Building, Transportation, Medical, and Industrial Machines and Controls
- **Menu** - organized by connection style — board-to-board, wire-to-board, and wire-to-wire and featuring direct links to interactive, animated, and annotated digital, 3-D product renderings

PRODUCTS

- Wire-to-Board
- Wire-to-Wire
- Board-to-Board

CONTACTS
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KYOCERA AVX INTERACTIVE 3D MAP

Each of the seven market segment buttons in the color-coded navigation menu corresponds to a colored dot on the digitally rendered hospital to provide some visual context, and hovering over a selection (e.g., Smart Grid) causes application examples (e.g., Sensors, Meters, Monitoring, Communication, Energy Storage) to pop up onscreen.

MARKET SEGMENTS

MEDICAL
- Patient Monitoring
- Portable Devices
- Record Systems
- Test Equipment
- Position Control

SMART GRID
- Sensors
- Meters
- Monitoring
- Communication
- Energy Storage

LIGHTING
- Street Lighting
- Indoor Strip Lighting
- Power Lighting
- Signal Lighting
- Led Drivers

TRANSPORTATION
- Automotive
- Emergency Lighting
- Sensors
- Signaling
- Elevators

COMMERCIAL BUILDING
- Security Detectors
- Fire Sensors
- Lighting Controls
- Smoke Detectors
- Door Sensors

INDUSTRIAL MACHINES & CONTROLS
- Motors
- Drivers
- Sensors
- Temperature
- Motion

INDUSTRIAL HANDHELD DEVICES
- Terminals
- Scanners
- Computers
- Data Recorders
- Barcode Readers

SCAN TO VISIT

WWW.KYOCERA-AVX.COM